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Abstract 
 

Orthographically-projected biological motion point-light displays generally contain no 

information about their in-depth orientation, yet observers consistently prefer the facing-

the-viewer (FTV) interpretation (Vanrie, Dekeyser and Verfaillie, 2004). This bias has been 

attributed to the social relevance of such stimuli (Brooks et al., 2008) although local 

stimulus properties appear to influence the bias (Schouten, Troje and Verfaillie, 2011). In 

the present study we investigated the cause of the FTV bias. In Experiment 1 we compared 

FTV bias for various configurations of stick-figures and depth ambiguous human 

silhouettes. The FTV bias was not present for silhouettes, but was strongly elicited for most 

stick-figures. We concluded that local attitude assignments for intrinsic structures of stick-

figures are subject to inferences about the flexion of body surfaces, and that a visual 

bias that assumes surfaces to be convex drives the FTV bias. In Experiment 2 we 

manipulated silhouettes to permit local attitude assignments by using point-lights on 

emphasized flexion points. As predicted, the inclusion of intrinsic structures produced FTV 

bias for silhouettes. The results help to unify various findings regarding the FTV bias. We 

conclude that the FTV bias emerges during the 2 ½-D sketch stage of visual processing 

(Marr and Nishihara, 1978). 
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Chapter 1 – The Facing-the-Viewer Bias in the Perception of Depth 

Ambiguous Human Figures 

The use of heuristics and probabilistic inferences in perception is commonplace. Making 

assumptions about the natural world based on our experiences therein allows us to interact with 

the world in a more predictive and consistent manner. One well-studied bias that appears to 

guide interpretation of the world is the „light from above‟ bias that was first described by 

Rittenhouse (1786). The bias for interpreting a scene as being lit from above, as is most 

common in nature, leads to assumptions about the shape of surfaces. This can be seen in Figure 

1 – the left square appears to be convex as it is assumed that light comes from above and falls 

onto a pronounced edge. Conversely, the right square appears concave because of the assumed 

occlusion of light caused by the top edge. These types of heuristics allow non-conscious 

decision-making that permits the devotion of conscious faculties to higher cognitive tasks. In 

order to assess the nature of these algorithms employed by the visual system, stimuli with a 

degree of ambiguity about their veridical nature (as is the case in Figure 1) can be employed. An 

examination of the inferences made about such stimuli reveals the biases and assumptions 

exercised by the visual system. 

 

 

Figure 1: Demonstration of a „light from above‟ bias. Left and right squares are interpreted to be 

convex/concave respectively due to the assumption of light coming from above. 
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Biological motion is one well-studied example that has been used to shed light on the visual 

system‟s ability to create compelling percepts using minimal or highly corrupted information. 

Johansson (1973) showed that a display of point-lights representing a locomoting human figure 

created a vivid impression of an actor in motion. Biological motion provides a wealth of 

information about the actor; studies have demonstrated that point-light walkers (PLW) readily 

afford inferences about an actor‟s identity (Cutting and Kozlowski, 1977), the gender of the 

actor (Pollick, Kay, Heim and Stringer, 2005), or characteristics germane to emotional valence 

(Michalak et al., 2009). Characteristics relevant to an actor‟s size (Jokisch and Troje, 2003) and 

the weight of an object lifted by an actor in a point-light display (Runeson and Frykholm, 1981) 

also appear to be readily perceived from such informationally-deprived stimuli. 

Point-light displays that are based on orthographic projections – as frequently used by vision 

researchers – are prime candidates for probing the heuristics of the visual system on account of 

the depth-ambiguity displayed by the figures. Such a PLW can be seen in two different 

configurations at each moment of observation as the figure contains no information about the 

depth-ordering of features. The two configurations that reflect each perceptual interpretation are 

mirror symmetric to each other, with the orthographic projection plane being the plane of 

symmetry. The mirror-flip about the projection plane has a number of additional perceptual 

consequences: For one, there is a change in perceived viewpoint of the PLW. If the display 

represents a fronto-parallel projection that is seen facing towards the observer, the mirror-flip 

configuration faces away from the observer. The facing-direction reversal following a mirror-flip 

also holds true for oblique facing orientations. This reversal of viewpoint is similar to the 

perceptual reversal demonstrated in the observation of a Necker cube (Necker, 1832), whereby 

the observer typically perceives the image as being observed from a viewpoint oriented either 
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above or below the cube itself. For both the Necker cube and the PLW, the change in viewpoint 

gives rise to another perceptual consequence: When set to rotate about the vertical axis the figure 

can be seen as rotating either clockwise or counter-clockwise, with the inferred direction and 

perceived viewpoint of the figure at each moment depending on the dominant percept. The PLW 

is also susceptible to a reversal in perceived handedness of the figure dependent on the assumed 

viewpoint, such that the right and left sides of the body are mirror-flipped. 

These properties reflect the depth-ambiguity of the PLW and give rise to the bistability 

involved in perception of biological motion. The dominant percept tends to „flip‟ between the 

two possible interpretations, with observers rarely experiencing a mixture of the two. The 

resultant bistability in the perceived facing-direction of a PLW is a well-studied phenomenon. 

Research indicates that observers are biased towards reporting that a PLW is facing towards the 

observer more often than facing away – this has become known as the „facing-the-viewer‟ (FTV) 

bias. The FTV bias was first described by Vanrie, Dekeyser and Verfaillie (2004), where the 

authors asked participants to report facing directions of depth-cue deprived PLWs at either 

fronto-parallel projections (interpretable as either front or rear-facing) or at angles of 45° left or 

right from the frontal view. Observers demonstrated an 80% likelihood of reporting the facing-

towards interpretation of a PLW. The authors also noted that no facing direction interpretation 

was preferred when participants were tasked with rating inverted point-light displays. Since then, 

the FTV bias has been reported multiple times (Brooks et al., 2008; de Lussanet and Lappe, 

2012; Jackson, Cummins and Brady, 2008; Schouten and Verfaillie, 2010; Schouten, Davila and 

Verfaillie, 2013; Schouten et al., 2010; Schouten, Troje and Verfaillie, 2011; Schouten, Troje, 

Vroomen and Verfaillie, 2011; Sweeny, Haroz and Whitney, 2012; Troje, 2010; Troje and 

McAdam, 2010b; Vanrie and Verfaillie, 2006). Evidently, the visual system employs an 
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assumption about the manner in which a PLW is oriented, leading to a preference for the facing-

towards orientation.  

On account of the failure to demonstrate a FTV bias for inverted figures, Vanrie, Dekeyser 

and Verfaillie (2004) tentatively concluded that the bias could originate from the heightened 

social relevance attributed to approaching individuals over those who go away, and that 

recognition of a human figure is necessary in order to elicit FTV bias. Brooks et al. (2008) 

arrived at similar conclusions as a result of a stimulus-gender effect that was observed in their 

study. Brooks and colleagues (2008) uncovered a strong FTV bias when observing male figures, 

and a facing-away bias when viewing female figures. Brooks et al. (2008) suggested that the 

stimulus-gender effect may have emerged due to evolutionary differences between the associated 

consequences of approaching males and females: An approaching male might be more 

threatening or aggressive than an approaching female, and therefore it may be even more costly 

to misclassify a male as receding rather than approaching. While the degree of the very-

pronounced effect reported by Brooks and colleagues was not replicated
1
, Schouten et al. (2010) 

confirmed a trend for male stimuli to elicit the stronger FTV bias. 

The framing proposed by Vanrie, Dekeyser and Verfaillie (2004), and later reiterated by 

Brooks and colleagues (2008), forms a reasonable argument for the FTV bias in the context of 

the social relevance of adequately responding to other people. However, the results of work by 

Schouten, Troje and Verfaillie (2011) provided indications counter to the above explanation. 

Schouten and colleagues determined that local stimulus properties of point-light figures 

significantly influence judgments of PLW facing direction. In the first of three experiments, the 

                                                           
1
 The apparent difference between the Schouten et al. (2010) and Brooks et al. (2008) results may be attributed to 

the nature of the observers in the Brooks study, who were highly familiar with point-light displays. 
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investigators independently manipulated the structure (body type) and kinematics (motion 

patterns) of PLWs along a male-female axis, showing that while assessment of the figure gender 

was consistently accurate, the degree of FTV bias elicited did not predictably follow the 

perceived-gender trend. Male structure and female kinematics produced a tendency to perceive a 

PLW as FTV, whereas the female structure and male kinematics were associated with facing-

away interpretations. These results revealed that the relationship between stimulus gender and 

FTV bias is unlikely to be causal in nature, and may instead be linked to some gender-

independent features that happened to be correlated with gender in the stimuli used in the initial 

experiments. 

In a second experiment, Schouten and colleagues established that the lower half of a PLW in 

isolation tended to elicit FTV bias similar to that demonstrated for the whole figure. However, 

when observing the upper half of a figure in isolation, participants demonstrated a distinct 

facing-away bias. This „figure-part effect‟ was confirmed for both male and female stimuli, but 

appeared to be stronger for female stimuli. It seems likely, therefore, that a stimulus property that 

differs between the lower and upper body parts influences FTV bias to a significant degree. 

In the final experiment by Schouten, Troje and Verfaillie (2011) the authors separately 

examined the structural and kinematic information between male and female PLWs for whole, 

upper and lower parts of the figure. The results indicated that the strong FTV bias for female 

kinematics was caused primarily by information from the lower-half of the stimulus (that is, the 

knees and feet), once more concluding that the perceived gender of the stimulus is not the crucial 

factor that influences facing judgments. The findings of this study imply that it is not likely to be 

the social relevance of the human figure that provides the basis for the FTV bias. Rather, the bias 

may be driven by local visual cues that differ between the upper and lower half of a point-light 
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figure and which appear to be correlated with the perceived gender of the stimulus. 

Another finding that challenges the theory of a social-relevance driven bias emerged from 

work by Vanrie and Verfaillie (2006). The researchers investigated global depth-assignment in 

PLWs by examining facing direction judgments multiple ambiguous actions (jumping, rowing, 

cycling and saluting) and studying subjective reports of facing directions. The data indicated that 

FTV bias was not strongly evoked for the jumping and saluting actions, whereas the rowing and 

cycling motions did elicit FTV bias. Considering that FTV bias was evoked by some, but not all, 

point-light figures, Vanrie and Verfaillie suggested that the FTV bias could be operating at a 

low-level, perhaps “on the level of individual dots” (p.610). The researchers concluded that the 

visual system may take local joint structure and kinematics into account such that the limb 

direction (lateral versus perpendicular) significantly influences the bias.   

Additional insight into the nature of the FTV bias emerged from a recent unpublished 

experiment (Undergraduate thesis, Chambers, D., 2013: Examining the facing-the-viewer bias in 

stick figures and silhouettes). This study, which was partially supervised by the author of the 

current work, investigated the effect of stimulus variations on the FTV bias. The researchers 

were interested in whether FTV bias would be demonstrated with figures other than the 

typically-used PLW: In this case, the authors compared a stick-figure walker to the Kayahara 

silhouette (http://procreo.jp/labo/silhouette.swf, Nobuyuki Kayahara, 2003). This silhouette 

figure displays depth-ambiguity and permits bistability (Troje and McAdam, 2010a), it is clearly-

female, it is constructed of the bounding occluding contours, and it is oriented in a ballet-pose 

with one leg extended outwards. The method involved measuring the FTV bias difference 

between human silhouette figures and PLWs with three techniques of assessing FTV bias. In the 

first two tasks, observers rated the direction of rotation of figures for either short (0.5 seconds) or 
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long (4 minutes) periods. In each task the perceived facing direction of the figure was calculated 

from the reported rotation direction
2
. In the third task, observers were asked to rate the facing 

direction (towards versus away) of figures while a camera elevation angle was manipulated on a 

trial-by-trial basis with an adaptive staircase procedure. The camera elevation angle manipulation 

took advantage of the „viewing-from-above‟ (VFA) bias for PLWs that has been reported in 

Troje (2010). A percept corresponding to a FTV interpretation can be elicited at positive (above) 

elevations, and a facing-away interpretation is elicited with negative (below) elevations, for a 

PLW that always approaches the camera. Because PLWs and stick-figures are depth ambiguous, 

there is equivalence between projections of a facing-the-viewer PLW from below and a facing-

away PLW from above – the most dominant percept for observers is the VFA interpretation 

(Troje, 2010). In this study, participants viewed a stick-figure that was projected 

orthographically onto the screen with a positive, negative or nil camera elevation angle, 

indicating a viewpoint that was above, below or central with regard to the stick-figure. The point 

of subjective equivalence (PSE) for participants observing PLWs and silhouettes was determined 

by the degree of camera elevation required to establish an equal proportion of facing-towards and 

away reports. For stick-figures, the PSE corresponded to a negative camera elevation angle, 

indicating the presence of a FTV bias that could be nulled by the introduction of facing-away 

cues. The cues providing the most useful information to participants were reasoned to be the 

salient feet trajectory differences that were introduced via the perspective manipulation, rather 

than the linear perspective cues themselves (c.f., Vanrie and Verfaillie, 2006; Schouten and 

Verfaillie, 2010; Schouten, Davila, and Verfaillie, 2013). Overall the data from the three tasks 

indicated that stick-figures display a FTV bias equal to that of PLWs, but that the silhouette does 

                                                           
2
 Our experiments involve a similar method to the 4 min. task; see Experiment 1, Method: Procedure, below. 
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not evoke any bias. Data from a similar study by Troje and McAdam (2010b) corroborate this 

evidence insofar as the Kayahara silhouette was shown to elicit unbiased judgments of facing 

orientations whereas a walking stick-figure was subject to the typical FTV bias. The implication 

of such a finding is clear: If the depth ambiguity and social relevance of the Kayahara silhouette 

does not lead to the same FTV bias as seen in PLWs or stick-figures, it is likely that some 

difference between the two stimuli is critical for driving the FTV bias. 

Preliminary data emerged from another investigation in our laboratory concerning the 

differences between the Kayahara silhouette and walking stick-figure stimuli. The pilot study 

explored effects of variations of stimuli attributes on the FTV bias in order to isolate differences 

between the figures. The data indicated that the lack of FTV bias for silhouettes results from the 

nature of the body types of the figures; specifically, the lack of internal structures on silhouettes 

is the primary difference-maker. This is an intriguing finding, though the pilot experiments were 

subject to a programming error, and as such we conducted a reliable and complete replication of 

the method in Experiment 1. We also included graduate students as participants to increase the 

reliability of our data, and isolated the silhouette gender as a factor on account of the stimulus-

gender effects found by Brooks et al. (2008) and Schouten et al. (2010). 

When looking at depth ambiguous PLWs, our visual system appears to employ heuristics in 

order to inform facing direction judgments. Based on the findings described above, it is clear 

that the bias to perceive PLWs as facing-the-viewer cannot be readily explained by the social 

relevance of biological motion. Further, some property that appears in PLWs and stick-figures, 

but not silhouettes, seems to drive the process (Troje and McAdam, 2010b). The results of 

Brooks et al. (2008), Schouten et al. (2010) and Schouten, Troje and Verfaillie (2011) also 

highlighted the likely importance of some feature that differs between male and female 
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biological motion. In order to isolate potential differences that could drive the FTV bias, we 

took advantage of the finding that the Kayahara silhouette does not elicit a bias. To this end, we 

created systematic variations of silhouettes and stick-figures in Experiment 1 that isolated 

numerous different stimulus properties, one of which we believed to be critical to the FTV bias. 

The results of our first experiment would serve to inform an explanation of the FTV bias based 

on which manipulations affected the FTV bias – be they structural changes, postural changes, 

changes in dynamism, or gender differences (see Experiment 1: Stimuli for a reference to all 

variations).  

In Experiment 1 we set out to determine the crucial factor(s) that elicit the FTV bias in 

biological motion perception. Such an explanation would serve to highlight the specific 

assumptions that the visual system employs when making judgments about the orientation of a 

human figure.  
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Chapter 2 – Exploring the Facing-the-Viewer Bias 

Experiment 1 – Introduction 

If stick-figures are subject to FTV bias but silhouettes are not (Troje and McAdam, 2010b), 

then the cause for the FTV bias must lie in one of the several differences between these two 

stimuli. At this stage in our investigation we set out to explore the effects of stimulus 

manipulations without making specific predictions. In Experiment 1 we tested whether we can 

confirm the different perceptual properties of stick-figure walkers versus silhouettes, and we 

constructed stimuli that isolated different aspects of the differences between the stick-figure and 

the Kayahara silhouette.  

The stick-figure walker and Kayahara silhouette differ in a number of attributes:  

* Dynamic vs. Static: The difference in FTV bias between the walking stick-figure and the 

silhouette might occur due to the cyclical walking displayed by the stick-figure. The changing 

posture of the stick-figure potentially results in a low perceptual stability that facilitates frequent 

reversals between facing-towards and facing-away interpretations. While Vanrie and Verfaillie 

(2006) found that biological motion was not necessary for FTV bias, it was not determined 

whether or not natural human motion is a required factor for FTV bias. It might be that the 

silhouette is simply too perceptually-stable to permit the emergence of a FTV bias.  

* Posture: The Kayahara silhouette exhibits a highly asymmetric, incidental posture 

representative of a ballet-pose. Perhaps this specific posture is more perceptually stable on 

account of its asymmetry, such that a perceptual mirror-flip about the projection plane would 

result in a greater magnitude of changes in configuration (e.g., the outstretched leg flips from 

being the perceived right leg to the perceived left leg) than the stick-figure, which is generally 
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symmetric in the sagittal plane.  

* Gender: There is a clear gender (female) visible from the silhouette. It has been found that 

figure gender can significantly impact the nature of facing orientation judgments for PLWs 

(Brooks et al., 2008; Schouten et al., 2010; Schouten, Troje and Verfaillie, 2011); perhaps the 

gender cues influence facing interpretations of the silhouette. 

* Contours: The general nature of the representational style also differs between the 

silhouette and stick-figure. For the silhouette, the figure consists of an occluding contour that 

represents the outline of the body seen from a particular viewpoint. As the figure rotates, this 

outline changes location on the figure. For the stick-figure, the design consists of lines and dots 

that are likely to be interpreted as intrinsic features of the figure. These are reliable features in 

that they do not change their position relative to the body, similarly to bones or markings on the 

surface of the figure. 

In order to represent and isolate the above differences, we picked seven versions of the stick-

figure and silhouette stimuli. To investigate the effect of dynamic walking on FTV bias we used 

a walking stick-figure and a static stick-figure in a walking pose. We also included a 

dynamically-walking female silhouette. These stimuli allowed us to confirm whether or not 

motion of the figure is necessary for FTV bias. We examined the effects of posture alone on the 

FTV bias by comparing a stick-figure in the Kayahara ballet-pose with the original Kayahara 

silhouette. We also included a standing stick-figure with which to compare the stick-figures in 

other postures. We included both male and female ballet-pose silhouettes to evaluate whether the 

gender of the Kayahara silhouette plays a part in nulling the FTV bias. Finally, we examined the 

effects of the type of contour representing the figure bias by comparing the group of stick-figures 

with the group of silhouettes.  
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Methods 

Participants 

Fifteen participants (7 male, 8 female) took part in Experiment 1 (M age = 24.73 ± 4.25). 

Participants were primarily graduate students from Queen‟s University and were recruited 

through a graduate student mailing list. Participation was voluntary with participants being 

compensated monetarily for their time. All participants had no significant past exposure to 

PLWs. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, except one, who had a 

strabismus with the consequence of amblyopia. No marked differences in terms of responses 

were noted for this participant and as such the data were retained. Participants attended a single 

session of 40 minute duration (including introduction and debriefing). Approval for use of 

human participants was granted by the Queen‟s University General Research Ethics Board.  

Stimuli 

We used two classes of stimuli. The first class consisted of modifications of the Kayahara 

silhouette: We included either a replication of the original silhouette, or a similarly constructed 

silhouette in other poses. Silhouettes were generated using the 3D animation program Poser 

(Smith Micro, US: California) and the OpenGL (Woo and Shreiner, 2003) backend for 

MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., US: Massachusetts). The second stimulus class was a gender-

neutral stick-figure in various poses and levels of dynamism that had been prepared according to 

Troje (2002, 2008). The point-lights that were used represented major joints and other 

anatomical landmarks: The ankles, knees, hips, wrists, elbows, shoulders, the center of the 

pelvis, the sternum, and the center of the head.  

We presented solid cubes with unambiguous rotation directions as practice trials to 
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familiarize participants with the task. For the main experiment, we presented seven stimuli (order 

was counterbalanced across participants using a Latin Square design). Depictions of these stimuli 

can be found in Figure 2 (A-G). Stimuli were: 

 Dynamic walking stick-figure (A); 

 Stick-figure in a static walker pose (B); 

 Stick-figure in a standing pose (C); 

 Stick-figure in the Kayahara ballet-pose (D); 

 Dynamic walking silhouette (E); 

 Male silhouette in the Kayahara ballet-pose (F); 

 Female silhouette in the Kayahara ballet-pose (G). 

 

All stimuli subtended approximately 3-4° visual angle and were presented using MATLAB 

with the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997) on a 19 inch Dell monitor 

displaying at 60Hz. All stimuli were set to rotate about the vertical axis at 30°/s. This speed was 

chosen based on a pilot investigation conducted in our laboratory that suggested faster rotation 

speeds would amplify the delay between perceptual reversals and response time, interfering with 

the ability to determine where a reversal occurred. Slower speeds tended to produce fewer data 

points and would necessitate extended trial durations. 

A E F G B D C 

Figure 2: Stimuli used in Experiment 1. Red stars indicate dynamic walking figures. 
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Procedure 

Participants were seated at approximately 90cm distance from the screen, and were instructed 

to remain still during the experiment. Participants looked at the on-screen figures for the duration 

of the trials. Participants reported the rotation direction of a stimulus – clockwise (CW)/counter-

clockwise (CCW) – by holding down one of two keys on a standard Dell keyboard (S or K; key 

assignment was counterbalanced) at all times. If participants were holding down two keys or no 

keys for more than 200ms, a „beep‟ sound was played to remind the participant to select a single 

direction of rotation at any time. Individual trials lasted 4 minutes with a 1 minute intertrial 

interval. A single practice trial consisted of participants responding to a solid cube. The rotation 

direction of the cube was unambiguous at any given time, but the direction changed 

unpredictably at an average rate of five times per minute. Immediately following the practice 

trial, the results of that trial were assessed by the experimenter to determine whether the 

participant responded timely and accurately to the two directions of rotation and whether there 

was no confusion about the usage of the terms “clockwise” and “counter-clockwise”. All 

participants completed this task satisfactorily. Subsequently the main experiment began, which 

consisted of 7 trials.  

We computed the FTV bias score as the proportion of perceptual reversals that represent 

changes from a facing-away interpretation to a facing-toward interpretation of the figure. A 

depiction of a perceptual reversal as seen from above is presented in Figure 3. At first, the 

stimulus is perceived to face the viewer and to rotate CCW (Panel A). The figure rotates until it 

is perceived to be facing away from the observer (Panel B). Suddenly it is seen to reverse 

rotation direction to CW, and the figure now faces the viewer once more (Panel C). This 

behavior represents a „reversal towards‟. A similar case can be imagined for a reversal whereby 
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the observer switches from a facing-towards to a facing-away interpretation of a figure, 

representing a „reversal away‟. Using this definition, all perceptual reversals are quantified as 

either „towards‟ or „away‟. The proportion of reversals towards as a function of total reversals 

represents the FTV bias measure that we used. We discarded data from a single trial if the 

participant reported fewer than 3 reversals. This was due to the problem of calculating a 

proportion based on such few data points. 

The experimental method that we employed allowed us to compute a steady-state measure of 

FTV bias that was devoid of response bias. A degree of response bias is inherent to typical 

methods that ask participants for reports of PLW facing direction. Our method was adapted from 

Troje and McAdam (2010a), and a similar procedure is described in Jackson, Cummins and 

Brady (2008). A depiction of the pattern of reversals for one condition is represented in Figure 4. 

A 

B 

C 

Figure 3: A perceptual reversal as depicted from above (observer at bottom of circle, 0°). Solid 

arrows from center are “veridical” facing direction of PLW (central circle); dotted arrows from center 

show alternate facing direction. Red arrow is observer‟s rotation rating. Panel A) The observer reports a 

CCW rotation. B) The PLW rotates past +90°. C) Suddenly, a perceptual „reversal towards‟ occurs, 

such that the observer changes from a CCW to a CW rating, with the new percept facing +45°. 
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Results 

In order to test for an effect of stimulus condition, we conducted a one-way repeated 

measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) and found a significant difference between means for 

the seven conditions, F(6, 83) = 5.51, p < .001. In order to follow up this result, we conducted a 

Tukey‟s honestly significant difference (HSD) range test and compared conditions motivated by 

our factors of interest. We found a significant difference in FTV bias between the dynamic 

walking stick-figure and the female ballet-pose silhouette, p < .05. The walking stick-figure 

elicited a pronounced degree of FTV bias. For the silhouette, we observed a small, non-

significant tendency to see it from the back. Next, to determine if biological motion was the 

crucial factor that drives the FTV bias we compared the dynamic walking and static walker-pose 

stick-figures. We found no difference, p > .05. Additionally, we compared the walking silhouette 

with the ballet-pose silhouette, again finding no difference, p > .05. We also investigated whether 

0
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Figure 4: An exemplar histogram of reversals for one condition, pooled across multiple subjects. 

Reversals are plotted at the facing direction angle of the new percept. The reversals that occur 

between -90° and 90° represent the „reversals towards‟ that we used to compute FTV bias. Mean 

modulated angle (MMA) reported is average angle of all reversals. 
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or not FTV bias differed between the ballet-pose stick-figure and the ballet-pose silhouette to 

control for the ballet-style posture: Here we found a significant difference, p < .01, such that the 

ballet-pose stick-figure elicited a higher degree of FTV bias. To address whether or not gender of 

the stimulus plays a role in the difference between bias for the Kayahara silhouette and the 

walking stick-figure, we compared the male and female ballet-pose silhouettes and found no 

difference, p > .05. Results for each condition are depicted in Figure 5 and in Table 1. 

Participants tended to demonstrate responses consistent with a strong FTV bias in the 

following stick-figure conditions: Ballet pose, static walker pose, and dynamic walking. The 

silhouette-based stimuli, on the other hand, elicited responses that were generally consistent 

with no FTV bias. We found only one stick-figure condition to elicit responses consistent with 

no bias: The static, standing-pose stick-figure. 

Figure 5: Mean proportion of away-to-towards responses. Dashed line corresponds to the level to 

be expected if no bias was present. Tukey‟s HSD range test at α = .05 is represented in the upper right 

corner. Error bars indicate standard errors.  
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Condition M SD (DF) 

Walking stick-figure (dynamic) .699 .262 (14) 

Walking stick-figure (static) .661 .203 (11) 

Standing stick-figure .467 .242 (13) 

Ballet-pose stick-figure .927 .137 (7) 

Walking silhouette (dynamic) .492 .266 (14) 

Male ballet-pose silhouette .456 .306 (12) 

Female ballet-pose silhouette .409 .272 (12) 

Table 1: Means, standard deviations and degrees of freedom for FTV bias in Experiment 1. 
Degrees of freedom vary due to discard of data from trials with insufficient number of reversals. 

Discussion 

The results of Experiment 1 confirm that there is a difference in terms of FTV bias between 

the stick-figure walker and the Kayahara silhouette. This finding is commensurate with Troje and 

McAdam (2010b), and corroborates the results of Schouten, Troje and Verfaillie (2011) in that a 

low-level stimulus feature appears to contribute to the FTV bias. However, our analyses were 

unable to provide definitive answers to the question of which factor is crucial for eliciting FTV 

bias. Through multiple comparisons we determined that biological motion is not a necessary 

factor for FTV bias. We found that stimulus gender manipulations did not elicit a bias for 

silhouettes, as the male and female silhouettes produced similar levels of FTV bias. Further, the 

posture of the Kayahara silhouette does not influence facing orientation judgments: When 

comparing the stick-figure and silhouette that had equivalent postures (i.e., the ballet-pose 

stimuli), a clear difference remains. On the other hand, it was notable that each stick-figure 

evoked a FTV bias except for the standing stick-figure. The primary difference to note with the 
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standing stick-figure was the lack of depth in the anterior-posterior axis, such that profile views 

of the figure are rendered essentially flat. It is clear that a hypothesis that emphasizes the social 

relevance of biological motion as being critical to FTV bias would be unable to address the 

findings. This theory would have predicted no difference between FTV bias for silhouettes and 

stick-figures with a given posture, due to the similar degree of social relevance conveyed by the 

silhouette and stick-figures.  

Given the above findings we formulated an account of the FTV bias based on a convexity 

bias. We propose a bias for perceiving ambiguous surfaces as convex, rather than concave, 

combined with an increased likelihood of a surface being convex given a visible structure 

therein, produces a preference to perceive an ambiguous PLW as facing the viewer. The prior for 

convex surfaces results from the fact that objects are convex on average (Adams and Mamassian, 

2004). The likelihood term that we describe is based on the fact that a marking is more likely to 

be occluded if on a concave surface due to the reduced angle at which the surface is visible. 

When making judgments about the in-depth orientation of features in a scene, the visual system 

assigns a local surface attitude that defines the perceived orientation of a surface in 

three-dimensional space (Marr and Nishihara, 1978; Marr, 1982). It is at the level of these 

surface attitude assignments that the FTV bias seems to manifest. The lack of FTV bias for the 

standing stick-figure informed us that the preference for perceiving a PLW as oriented towards 

the viewer is influenced by the degree of depth offered by the profile of the figure. It seems that 

the FTV bias generally emerges for stick-figures or PLWs when the arms and legs are flexed. 

The upper and lower limbs provide the main surfaces on the body that can produce a pronounced 

degree of curvature when flexed. The visual system‟s bias for convex surfaces leads to a convex 

inference, and therefore to a judgment that the PLW faces towards the viewer – as would be the 
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case if the knees were flexed and seen as convex. 

The indication that ambiguous surfaces are more likely to be perceived as convex rather 

than concave has a long history. Bertamini and Wagemans (2012) point towards Arab 

philosopher Alhazen, writing in the 11
th

 century CE, as having first observed the phenomenon 

that three-dimensional shape interpretation relies on a convexity assumption. Rittenhouse (1786) 

and Brewster (1844) both described the finding that inversion of a shaded object tends to 

produce a relief-inversion such that a convex percept is maintained. This manner of visual 

heuristic has been described in Johnston, Hill and Carman, (1992) and Hill and Bruce (1993) to 

explain the well-known convex perception of hollow face masks (the „hollow face illusion‟), 

and has been psychophysically investigated by Mamassian and Landy (1998). Mamassian and 

Landy (1998) studied the stability of observers‟ perceptions of line drawings psychophysically 

and using computational modeling techniques. They found that individuals demonstrated a 

robust tendency to prefer a convex surface interpretation of an ambiguous line drawing 

representative of a surface. These “rather strong biases” (p.2826) were reflected in a significant 

contribution of convex surface bias in an ideal Bayesian observer model, and were attributed to 

increased experience with 2D objects that are more commonly defined by convex, as opposed to 

concave, contours. 

An additional study (Adams and Mamassian, 2004) further explored the possibility that a 

Bayesian prior for convexity allows inferences to be made about ambiguous surfaces and 

textures. The researchers modeled interpretations of textural cues using a Gaussian prior-

probability distribution for interpreting the texture as representing a convex surface, and found 

this prior to be dominant over any other factors when making decisions about the nature of the 

ambiguous texture stimuli. This research suggested that a convexity prior is a result of the fact 
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that objects tend to be more often convex than concave. The results of Adams and Mamassian 

(2004) were complemented by a recent cross-sectional study on the development of visual priors 

over a lifespan. Thomas, Nardini and Mareschal (2010) investigated the relative strength of 

biases for convexity and for assuming that light comes from above, examining children and 

adult perception in an ambiguous, cue-conflict situation. When convexity and light-from-above 

cues were in conflict, young children prioritized convexity cues in making judgments, whereas 

adults prioritized the illumination cues. Thomas and colleagues concluded that a reweighting of 

priors occurs through the lifespan, such that the relative strength of light-from-above over 

convexity is increased. This may be because convexity is associated with an internal frame of 

reference, whereas illumination direction must be judged with respect to an external reference 

frame. These findings indicate that the convexity prior is a fundamental heuristic that is well-

developed in children as young as 4 years of age. 

The concept of a convexity prior for resolving the nature of ambiguous surfaces was also 

investigated by Langer and Bülthoff (2001). Langer and Bülthoff examined the problem of 

resolving shape-from-shading, which can be considered to rely upon two priors: An expectation 

that illumination comes from above (Rittenhouse, 1786; Brewster, 1844), and an assumption 

that one looks onto a scene from above (Reichel and Todd, 1990; Troje and McAdam, 2010a). 

Langer and Bülthoff (2001) were motivated by the finding that a hollow face-mask viewed from 

behind would tend to elicit the percept that it is convex, rather than perceiving the concavity that 

exists in actuality. The researchers pitted the three biases – light-from-above (LFA), viewing-

from-above (VFA), and convexity – against each other, finding that resolution of depth-

ambiguity in shape-from-shading relied equally upon each of the priors that were identified. The 

results obtained by Langer and Bülthoff were further substantiated by a similar study by Liu and 
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Todd (2004), who reported two experiments that focused on the strength of the convexity prior. 

The data indicated that surfaces were considerably more likely to be estimated to correspond to 

a convex shape than to a concave shape, and that convex surfaces result in much greater 

perceived depth than similar concave surfaces. It is notable that convexity has been found to be 

equally as potent a prior as the VFA and LFA biases, considering the wealth of research 

outlining the strength of each of the latter two (for VFA see Todd and Akerstrom, 1987; Reichel 

and Todd, 1990; Troje and McAdam, 2010a; for LFA see Rittenhouse, 1786; Brewster 1844; 

Gibson, 1950; Ramachandran, 1988).  

The question that follows, then, is: Why do we find a strong FTV bias for stick-figures but 

not for silhouettes? It seems reasonable to expect that silhouettes should permit the application of 

a convexity bias equally as well as for stick-figures. However, it is clear that the visual system 

does not make inferences about the nature of the flexion of surfaces that are located on 

silhouettes – at least with respect to the line of sight – before the point at which the FTV bias 

takes hold. The occluding contours that form the body outline of the silhouette representation are 

extrinsic features. At a given point on the occluding contour, the local surface attitude is 

perpendicular to the line of sight and orthogonal to the tangent of the contour. No ambiguity 

exists with regard to local surface attitude assignments and as a result no local attitudes can be 

oriented towards or away from the projection plane. We suggest it is for this reason that 

silhouette figures elicit no FTV bias. 

We hypothesized that a convexity bias drives the FTV bias in biological motion perception, 

and that intrinsic structures are required for the application of this bias. In Experiment 2 we 

aimed to test this hypothesis by examining whether silhouettes are subject to FTV bias when 

intrinsic structures are introduced.  
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Chapter 3 – The Convexity Bias in Biological Motion Perception 

Experiment 2 – Introduction 

In order to test the hypothesis that a convexity bias drives the FTV bias, we generated 

stimuli from silhouettes in which we exaggerated the convexities/concavities of elbows and 

knees. For that purpose, we used figures that adopted a crouching pose. Most importantly, we 

included point-light markers on the knees and elbows to act as internal structures of the stimuli. 

If the FTV bias is linked to the stage of visual processing at which the visual system assigns 

surface attitude to identifiable, intrinsic structures, then the addition of internal structures on 

silhouettes should generate systematic orientation biases that were not previously present. On 

account of an assumed convex surface, point-light landmarks on the knees should generate a 

FTV bias, whereas landmarks on the elbows should generate a facing-away bias. The layout of 

the figures with markers on upper and lower body should provide conflicting facing-towards 

and facing-away cues, and no bias should be observed. Similarly, a condition involving a 

crouching stimulus with no markers should not evoke a facing bias. 

Methods 

Participants and Procedure 

Sixteen participants (7 male, 9 female, M age = 24.44 ± 4.27) took part in Experiment 2. 

Participants were those who took part in Experiment 1 with the addition of one more individual. 

The procedure was almost identical to that of Experiment 1. There were 5 trials in total: 1 

practice (trial 1), 4 testing. Including introduction and debriefing the experiment lasted 

approximately 30 minutes. 
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Stimuli 

We presented four versions of stimuli (order was counterbalanced across subjects using a 

Latin Square design). Depictions of these stimuli can be found in Figure 6 (A-D). Stimuli were: 

 Crouching silhouette (A); 

 Crouching silhouette with markers on the elbows (B); 

 Crouching silhouette with markers on the knees (C); 

 Crouching silhouette with markers on both knees and elbows (D). 

Results 

We conducted a one-way repeated measures ANOVA and found a significant difference 

between group means, F(3, 49) = 6.45, p < .001. Means, standard errors and results of a follow-

up Tukey‟s HSD range test are depicted in Figure 7. See Table 2 for means, standard deviations 

and degrees of freedom. We found no difference between the conditions with no markers and 

with both elbow and knee markers, p > .05. Also, the knee marker condition significantly 

differed from the elbow marker condition (p < .01) such that the knee marker condition elicited 

strong FTV bias, whereas the elbow marker condition tended to evoke a facing-away 

interpretation. 

B 

Figure 6: Depictions of stimuli used in Experiment 2. 

A C D 
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Marker Condition  M  SD (DF) 

None .672 .273 (11) 

Elbows alone .368 .291 (11) 

Knees alone .799 .192 (14) 

Both .600 .273 (13) 

Table 2: Means, standard deviations and degrees of freedom for FTV bias in Experiment 2. 
Degrees of freedom vary due to discard of data from trials with insufficient number of reversals. 
 

Discussion 

We were successful in engendering strong facing biases for silhouette figures by adding 

structures that are intrinsic to the stimulus. We hypothesize that these biases resulted directly 

from the ability to assign the local surface attitudes of the features to face towards or away from 

the viewer. The data from this experiment strongly suggest that the FTV bias occurs at a bottom-

up stage. During the stage at which the FTV bias manifests, the visual system is still in the 
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Figure 7: Mean proportion of away-to-towards responses. Dashed line corresponds to the level 

to be expected if no bias was present. Tukey‟s HSD range test for α = .05 is represented in the 

upper right corner. Error bars indicate standard errors. 

HSD.05 = 0.24     
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process of reconstructing the three-dimensional shape of the form by attributing local surface 

attitudes to visible features (Marr, 1982; Marr and Nishihara, 1978). This account differs to that 

of Vanrie, Dekeyser and Verfaillie (2004), Brooks et al. (2008), and Schouten et al. (2010), who 

spoke of a high-level, socially-driven tendency to prepare oneself for an approaching individual 

in ambiguous situations in order to minimize the cost of any eventual consequences. By allowing 

participants to infer surface flexion in the figures, we were able to produce facing direction 

biases for silhouettes at a level similar to the biases found for stick-figures. Furthermore, it is 

clear that the data for the knee marker and elbow marker conditions are indicative of „facing-

towards‟ and „facing-away‟ interpretations respectively, as we predicted. As such, we suggest 

that the convexity bias forms a large part of the explanation of the FTV bias in biological motion 

perception. 
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Chapter 4 – General Discussion 

In Experiment 1 we established that silhouette figures do not elicit the same FTV bias that is 

observed for PLWs or stick-figures, regardless of the posture, gender, or level of dynamism of 

the silhouette. We showed that in certain configurations – specifically, the static standing pose 

condition – a stick-figure can also fail to elicit a FTV-type response. We attributed this result to 

the lack of depth-variation along the posterior-anterior axis in the standing figure. While 

perceptual depth reversal comes with a seemingly important change in the social value of the 

stimulus (the person and its invisible face orients either towards or away from the observer) there 

is little difference in the degree of flexion on the surface of the shape of the standing body. Using 

these results we were able to develop a framework within which a multitude of existing findings, 

which seemed to draw a rather inconsistent picture before, suddenly fall into place and can be 

understood.  

Our explanation for the FTV bias elegantly accounts for the data from a number of prior 

experiments. Vanrie and Verfaillie (2006) determined that point-light representations with the 

limbs extended laterally to the body elicited no FTV bias, whereas figures with perpendicularly-

extended limbs were subject to a strong FTV bias. These results are exactly what one would 

expect considering that convexity assumptions cannot be applied to a flat, non-flexed surface. 

Indeed, we replicated this finding for our own standing stick-figure stimulus. In addition, the 

convexity bias account explains the figure-part effect that was reported by Schouten, Troje and 

Verfaillie (2011). Our theory predicts that the lower body should be interpreted as facing-the-

viewer most often. The flexion of the legs provides a surface that can be interpreted as either 

convex and facing towards the observer, or concave and facing away. The strong FTV bias for 

the lower body that Schouten, Troje and Verfaillie (2011) reported lends support to our theory. 
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This framework also accounts for the data from the same study that indicate the upper body 

alone appears to generate a facing-away bias. We would expect that the deformation of the 

elbows would generate this kind of bias, since the elbows only bend such that they would appear 

convex to an observer who is looking at a person from behind. Moreover, it is notable that the 

upper-part effect was most pronounced for female stimuli. A description of one property of the 

gender discriminant function used in the Brooks et al. (2008), Schouten et al. (2010) and 

Schouten, Troje and Verfaillie (2011) studies may shed light on this finding. The data set on 

which the gender discriminant function is based (see Troje, 2002, 2008) shows clear structural 

differences between men and women. Male PLWs tend to hold the elbows laterally from the 

trunk during locomotion (Troje, 2002). On average, exaggerated female PLWs instead tend to 

invert the arms towards the trunk such that the elbows are oriented towards the posterior. When 

observing a female PLW, the application of a convexity bias would give rise to the percept that 

the PLW faces away from viewer due to the elbow placement. This effect could generate 

behavior consistent with that observed by Brooks et al. (2008) and Schouten et al. (2010) in 

terms of a dependency of the FTV bias on stimulus gender. Schouten, Troje and Verfaillie 

(2011) also confirmed that it is the structure, rather than the kinematics, of female PLWs that 

enforces the lack of FTV bias for such stimuli. This finding corroborates the idea that it is the 

elbow positioning of female PLWs that generates facing-away bias as a result of the preference 

to interpret an ambiguous flexed surface as convex. The structure and kinematics of men or 

women should evoke an equivalent degree of FTV bias according to any explanation that 

emphasizes the social value of an approaching stimulus. The result found by Schouten, Troje and 

Verfaillie (2011) is in-line with the convexity bias explanation since the structure of the figures, 

independent of the kinematics, should influence the assumptions of the degree of flexion in a 
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surface. 

We theorized that a convexity bias applied to surfaces that have visible, identifiable features 

would be sufficient to produce the findings of Experiment 1, and sought to investigate that 

hypothesis in Experiment 2. Commensurate with expectations, we were able to generate FTV 

bias for silhouettes that was not present before by introducing minimal intrinsic structures. We 

concluded that the local surface attitude assignments for these intrinsic structures are subject to 

convexity assumptions. We are therefore inclined to argue that the FTV bias is primarily driven 

by low-level visual features of stimuli, rather than by the social relevance of a biological motion 

stimulus.  

The idea that a convexity bias guides our perception of ambiguous figures has been described 

before (e.g., Mamassian and Landy, 1998; Langer and Bülthoff, 2001; Adams and Mamassian, 

2004). This manner of Bayesian heuristic might be formed through experiences with the world 

(Mamassian and Landy, 1998). The bias is inherently linked to the idea of self-occlusion: a 

concave surface would be more likely to self-occlude a landmark, rendering it invisible, than 

would a convex surface exhibiting a similar landmark. Consequently, there is a higher likelihood 

associated with a visible structure on a convex surface. Through experiencing the more prevalent 

case the visual system learns to operate in times of insufficient information (as in our 

experiments) such that the preferred interpretation is the more likely one. Further, the prior 

expectation that surfaces are more often convex rather than concave ensures that a high prior 

probability for convex surfaces is assumed. Articles detailing the manner in which Bayesian 

priors and likelihoods are integrated in the visual system are commonplace (see for e.g., Weiss 

and Adelson, 1998; Ernst and Banks, 2002; Kersten, Mamassian and Yuille, 2004) and our 

findings complement this literature well.  
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Our results permit conclusions to be made regarding the level of visual processing at which 

the FTV bias operates. In the vernacular of David Marr (1982), the level at which surface 

properties are internally represented is the „2 ½-D sketch‟ stage. In Marr‟s computational 

approach to vision, this stage precedes a three-dimensional, object-centered representation, and 

follows the first „primal sketch‟ stage where the representation is concerned only with local 

intensity variations in the two-dimensional image (Marr, 1982; Marr and Nishihara, 1978). The 

2 ½-D sketch marks the beginning of a viewer-centered representation of orientation and depth 

features in visual processing. Since surface orientation and depth-ordering are inferred at this 

stage, we must assume the FTV bias emerges due to assignments made during this second level 

of processing. In our experiments, had an observer been able to comprehend that the stimulus 

represented a human figure at a stage before the FTV bias began to operate, silhouettes would 

have permitted an assumption to be made about whether or not the knees are in-fact convex, 

leading to a manifestation of the FTV bias. Because this did not occur, we are inclined to 

conclude that the FTV bias occurs at a bottom-up stage; namely, during the process of 

constructing the 2 ½-D sketch. 

Another previous finding that merits close consideration is the indication that inverted 

PLWs do not seem to elicit the same degree of FTV bias as do upright stimuli (Vanrie, 

Dekeyser and Verfaillie, 2004). This would appear to contradict the low-level, convexity bias 

explanation because the upright and inverted stimuli are equivalent except for the 180° rotation 

of the figure. Inverted stimuli should therefore evoke a similar convexity impression as upright 

stimuli, leading to a FTV bias. We believe, however, that the lack of a bias for inverted figures 

comes as a result of the well-known „inversion effect‟ for biological motion stimuli (Sumi, 1984; 

Troje and Westhoff, 2006). Observers usually experience difficulty in deriving information from 
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inverted PLW displays such that the interpretation of the point-lights as corresponding to a rigid 

surface may be corrupted – Troje and Westhoff (2006) have stated that a „shape inversion effect‟ 

arises due to the difficulty with which individuals can match biological motion to a mental 

template that is informed by experience. It is likely that the visual system has an inherent 

knowledge of how rigid surfaces act that is based on physical laws. The fact that inverted PLWs 

defy these laws means that the observer displays difficulty with identifying the rigid surfaces. 

We theorize that the lack of FTV bias for inverted PLWs results from this shape inversion 

effect, rather than the lack of social relevance for an inverted figure. This hypothesis generates a 

specific assumption: Stick-figures, for which the rigid surfaces are already demarcated in the 

image, should evoke a FTV bias even when inverted. An experiment investigating this 

prediction will undoubtedly prove valuable. 

The strength of our conclusions can be reinforced by pursuing future experiments involving 

silhouette representations of in-animate objects. It is clear that the convexity bias account of the 

FTV bias predicts a similar „facing bias‟ for non-human silhouettes with visible markers that are 

interpreted as intrinsic structures. By examining visual interpretations of silhouette objects with 

and without markers on key positions (such as the bends in a curved, vase-like object) we would 

be able to verify the primacy of local visual cues in terms of the FTV bias. 
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Chapter 5 – Summary 

We conducted two experiments where we examined FTV bias for multiple configurations of 

human stick-figures and silhouettes. In our first experiment, we examined FTV bias for seven 

stimuli that isolated the factors that differ between a walking stick-figure and the Kayahara 

silhouette, the latter of which was known not to elicit FTV bias. The findings of Experiment 1 

indicated that stick-figures elicited a strong FTV bias, whereas posture, gender and biological 

motion manipulations were insufficient to generate FTV bias for silhouettes. We concluded that 

this result was driven by differences between silhouettes and PLWs corresponding to the nature 

of the representation – silhouettes‟ extrinsic occluding contours do not contain any ambiguity 

about the orientation of surface attitudes along the contour, whereas stick-figures‟ intrinsic 

structural features allow local surface attitude assignments to which the convexity bias can be 

applied. To investigate this idea further, in our second experiment we manipulated silhouettes to 

display intrinsic structures by using point-lights on body parts with pronounced flexion. We 

found that these cues were sufficient to elicit responses consistent with FTV bias for silhouettes. 

We believe this research helps to interpret and unify various findings regarding the FTV bias, 

including those regarding stimulus gender and the figure-part effect (Schouten et al., 2010; 

Schouten, Troje and Verfaillie, 2011). Our findings implicate Marr‟s 2 ½-D sketch stage of 

internal representations (Marr and Nishihara, 1978; Marr, 1982) as the level at which the FTV 

bias manifests, owing to the importance of intrinsic structures to the phenomenon. Overall, the 

results support the idea that a convexity bias, driven by the likelihood of observing a visible 

structure given a convex surface and by the high prior probability for a convex surface, guides 

interpretations of depth ambiguous figures and produces the FTV bias observed in PLWs. 
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